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Editor’s Notes
Hello all,
The summer break is over and the boys have been back to the battlefield at Norfolk’s
Snetterton 300 Circuit. As usual, it was a tale of celebration and woe plus a few
ragged tempers. Great to see Tom Ingram back up on the top step and to add another
winner to this years winners collection. As for the rest of the action, do check out our
centre pages for the full update. Worth a read, this one.
Our focused BTCC driver, this month is none other than Nic Hamilton One of the
most hardest working drivers out there but yet still to make a real impact on the 2019
season. I have been watching Nic from the word go and cannot be anything else
than impressed with his fight back into the Touring Car circus.
Our support race focus is the Clio Cup as we enter it’s last season on the circuit
and our driver is Championship leader, Team Hard Driver, Max Coates. As you all
may know the Clio Cup is replaced on the BTCC calendar next year by the Mini
Challenge. After watching the Mini action at Thruxton earlier this year this is
something I am really looking forward to.
I am also running a personal callout to all of the BTCC teams in this issue to support
something which is very close to my heart. The Armed Forces Covenant. Our sister
magazine, The Sandbag Times was set up three years ago to bring awareness to the
issues our veterans face. Without getting political, mainly because I hate politics,
veterans care still leaves a lot to be desired in the UK. One thing the bods in the Ivory
Tower did get right was to effect the Armed Forces Covenant. This is a pledge that
together we acknowledge and understand that those who serve or who have served in
the armed forces, and their families, should be treated with fairness and respect in the
communities, economy and society they serve with their lives.
Absolutely anyone can sign the Covenant. It doesn’t cost a penny nor does it lay any
commitment to anybody but it is a way of supporting those that defend and have
defended our country. Matt Neal and Team Dynamics have been supporting Veterans
through the Sandbag Times for the past few years and has done an outstanding job.
But I feel this is something which whole championship could get involved with.
Anyway, I would appreciate you all taking a few moments to read the article in this
magazine. Thank you.
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Next stop, we return to Thruxton, we will be there so do make sure you say hello if
you see us hanging around. Take care my friends, Pabs.
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BTCC NEWS
Rob Austin Return Adds Intrigue to BTCC Test
Article: BTCC.net

T

he BTCC will be back
on track this week as
the traditional summer
break is punctuated by a
two-day Dunlop tyre test at
Snetterton on 16/17 July.
A packed entry of teams and
drivers will take part at the
Norfolk circuit, with Laser
Tools Racing’s switch to the
Infiniti and Rob Austin’s return
to BTCC machinery providing
the main talking points.
Multiple race-winner Austin
is taking a sabbatical from
the BTCC this season, but
the Evesham driver is now
preparing for a full-time return
in 2020. Austin will be back
out in the HMS Racing Alfa
Romeo on both Tuesday and
Wednesday, a car which he
piloted to podiums last year.

Feature photo credit: Jakob Ebrey

“It’s great to get back behind
the wheel and dust off the
cobwebs,” said Austin. “I am
actually really enjoying this
season as I’m still involved
from both a media and
commercial point of view.
Taking some time out helps
give you a different perspective
on things and I have learnt a
lot simply by standing on the
other side of the fence.
“There is nothing quite like
being out there, however, and
that’s what we’re working hard
on for 2020. The test will be
a great opportunity to run
against the regulars from this
season and see where we stand.
I’m really looking forward to
it.”
“We are fully committed to
returning and the work that we

have already put into the car
is evidence of that,” said team
boss Simon Belcher.
“We are keeping a very close
eye on the championship
and we want to show that
we warrant our place there.
Hopefully, the Snetterton test
will show that.”
Every BTCC team – with the
exception of BTC Racing – will
be represented around the
Snetterton 300 layout with
the vast majority of this year’s
driver line-up competing.
The Team HARD stable has
confirmed that both Max
Coates and Ethan Hammerton
will get some running
alongside its regular racers,
although Bobby Thompson is
set to sit this one out. Trade
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Price Cars boss, Dan Kirby,
makes his BTCC debut in the
team’s Audi S3, but both Jake
Hill and Mark Blundell will
also take part.
Arguably the biggest news in
the build-up to the test was
last week’s announcement that
Aiden Moffat will be switching
to the Infiniti Q50 for the
remainder of the season, with
the Scotsman getting a maiden
run in the car during the test.
“Our 2020-spec Infiniti is a
far cry from the 2015 version,
incorporating all the latest
NGTC specifications,” said
Moffat. “The car has been
completely re-engineered.
And, of course, the benefits
of a fantastically aerodynamic
design, plus rear-wheel-drive!”
Story at BTCC.net

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

BTCC News
Cataclean’s BTCC venture attracts American brands
to the grid
Story: BTCC.net
Power Maxed Coventry Motofest is a
Cataclean Racing has unveiled a revised
look to its Kwik Fit British Touring Car
Championship Mercedes-Benz A-Class,
thanks to a trio of new brands taking up
prominent positions on the car’s livery.
Cataclean’s American distributor,
Holley, has seized the opportunity to
be involved in the world’s foremost
tin-top championship and its increased
American television coverage to
highlight two of its key brands: Accel and
Superchips.
Holley has been a leader in fuel systems
for over 100 years, with its carburettors/
injection systems powering every
NASCAR Cup team and nearly every
NHRA Pro–Stock champion for four
decades.
Accel specialises in spark plugs, spark

plug wires and ignition boxes along with
myriad other products, while Superchips
specialises in extra performance from
vehicles by installing an engineered
performance calibration on a vehicle’s

computer, yielding improved fuel
economy, optimised shift patterns, and an
elevated driving experience.
Read more on this story here...

Positive progress at tyre test for EXCELR8 Motorsport
Article: BTCC.net
EXCELR8 Motorsport showed plenty of
positives during two days of intensive
running at its home circuit of Snetterton
recently, fielding both of its MG6 GTs in
the official Kwik Fit British Touring Car
Championship Dunlop tyre test.
Across the two full days, EXCELR8

managed to garner a substantial amount
of data to help continue what has already
been an impressive learning curve with
the twin MGs.
Both drivers, Rob Smith and Sam
Osborne, took part in the test and were
joined by seasoned touring car racer

Daniel Lloyd, who undertook some
comparison and setup work for the team.
The first milestone was completed
even before the test got underway, with
EXCELR8 having to make major repairs
to Smith’s chassis following his heavy
crash during race two at Oulton Park,
which damaged all four corners of his car.
The team managed to repair the damage
in just five days, reinforcing the squad’s
technical ability.
Across the two days, each driver racked
up substantial mileage around the
three-mile Snetterton 300 Circuit, which
represents the longest lap of the entire
BTCC calendar. Combined, the two
MGs completed 267 laps – equating
to 801 miles of running – with Smith
completing 134 tours in total, and
Osborne 133.
Read more here...

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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Nicholas Hamilton

Hard Work & Pure Determination
Making The BTCC Cut is Never Easy
Nicholas Hamilton Sets His Own Standard

I

have to admit, I didn’t know too
much about Nic prior to this season.
In fact my first real experience of
him was seeing him support Team
BRIT in our sister magazine, The
Sandbag Times at the start of this
season. Since then, I have had a keen
interest in his unique racing platform.
Of course, everybody knows he is the
brother of F1 World Champion Lewis
Hamilton and most know his car has
been specially adapted to accommodate
his Cerebral Palsy, a debilitating
condition which you wouldn’t expect to
be in the top UK motor racing class but

there it is. But let’s not dwell on those
two area’s as the one thing that stands
out with Nic, is his pure determination
to succeed. Nic’s struggle to the top
class has understandably not been easy.
The 26-year-old said: “I cannot actually
believe that I am back on the BTCC
grid this year. I have been in and out
of different series since I started racing
due to a lack of funding and general
support.
“A lot of people assume that due to my
name, I will have all of the funding in
the world, but this could not be any
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further from the truth. I have been on
my own for the past six years, grinding
away, trying to get a full season under
my belt with all of the support I need.
Nic’s first full season in the
championship has not been an easy task
however, as many drivers find, the first
full season is a season to find your feet
and grab that all important experience.
He has a great team supporting him
with the Motorbase Ford Focus RS and
I am keen to see how 2020 pans out for
this very inspirational character.
Article: Pablo Snow, Brits on Tour

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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Get involved
Become a marshal!

Could
this be
you?

Try a free Taster Day
www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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KWIKFIT BTCC 2019
SNETTERTON
Rounds 16, 17 and 18 by Pablo - Brits on Tour
OK, I have a question for Alan Gow. “Do
you realise that some of us have heart
conditions and we simply cannot take
this much excitement and edge-of-theseat racing?” Talk about senses overload!
The Kwikfit BTCC 2019 is back with a
bang. And Snetterton’s bang was like the
universal big one. Watching the practice
sessions and qualies on Saturday, it did
seem that it was back to business as usual,
Nothing too heart-stopping until Dan
Cammish smashed a lap out of the park
to take pole and break the lap record.
Then just when we thought that was
going to stand, Tom Ingram pulled out
the lap of laps to pip young Dan by two
thousandths of a second. You couldn’t
even blink in that gap! One point I did
pick up on during Saturdays coverage is
that all three tyre choices had to be run
on race day but the teams didn’t need to
declare the set up until cars headed to the
track. Hmm, interesting.
So, Sunday morning arrived with a
smiling Ingram, in the Toyota topping
the grid. It was good to see him back
on pace. I know he has already clocked
a win this season but it has to be said
that was courtesy of the Reverse Grid
draw. First and second went from lights
to flag unchanged although Ingram did
come under some serious pressure from
Cammish in the early stages.

Further down the grid, the action was
heating up. Unfortunately, for Cammish’s
team mate, Matt Neal the race day was
about to turn horrible. A substantial
smack in the early stages saw Neal retire
and place him at the back for race 2.
Another early departure was Tom
Chilton who was unceremoniously sent
into the barriers after his front right tyre
let go. Completing the podium was Sam
Tordoff with Turkington and Jordan
following close behind.
So on to race 2. A repeat front row to
start but as the lights went out Andrew
Jordan and Colin Turkington got the
better of Cammish and applied the
pressure to Ingram who was struggling
with his ballast-laden Toyota. He
managed to keep the lead until mid race
when Turkington passed to head up
the pack. A few laps later, Jordan and
Tordoff fought for second, both went
wide on a bend and the well placed
Cammish slipped through to regain
second which he held to the end despite
some fierce pressure from Andrew Jordan
who completed the podium.
The third race of the day was the fight of
the season. The reverse grid draw saw
Chris Smiley on pole with Ash Sutton
and Jason Plato in his exhaust pipe. All
I can say was these two proved to be the

battlers throughout the race. Shortly
after the start Plato grabbed second
which resulted in Sutton turning the heat
up and attacking back. The pair made
contact and swapped positions several
times until a three car battle between
Sutton, Plato and Butcher headed into
Brundle’s three wide. As expected,
three into one didn’t go. Sutton got spun
around, Plato was sent off the track and
Butcher came out smiling. However,
after the race their was hell to pay
between the old Suburu team mates.
Butcher finally took the chequered flag
with Josh Cook and Chris Smiley making
up the final podium,
This final race is going to be one which
will remain in everyone’s memory for the
pure edge of seat racing and raw emotive
driving. I thoroughly enjoyed it however,
I think questions will be asked over the
Sutton / Plato incident. Jason does like to
get himself into these situations, doesn’t
he.
Anyway, Colin Turkington increased his
grip on the top championship spot going
into the seventh meeting in a fortnight as
we head back to Thruxton. One to suit
the Honda’s I think.
See you all there and make sure you get
there nice an early to avoid the traffic.

Main Image: Jakob Ebrey Photography
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Snetterton

Tom Ingram takes the
Chequered flag in the first
race with Honda driver, Dan
Cammish scoring the first of
two podiums of the day.

Colin Turkington racks up
yet another victory for the
BMW Series 3 in the second
race making it 10 wins in
total for the 2019 season

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk
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BTCC SUPPORT RACE SPECIAL

Focus on Max Coates
Renault Clio Cup
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Max Coates

I

Motorsport and then with Team Pyro.
In 2018, Max narrowly missed out on
the Championship finishing runner up
to Jack Young in a nail-biter at Brands.

Max has been a racing driver ever since
his Karting days back in 2001 before
making his move to the Ginetta Juniors
in 2010. Two years later he was seated
in the Ginetta Super Cup and even
getting a one-off drive in 2015 with the
BTCC at his home circuit of Croft.

However, this year,his dominance at
the top has been unrelenting and just
as we pass the half way point of the
season he still has his eyes firmly fixed
on the title. However, 2018 winner,
Jack Young is only 6 points behind at
time of writing. Certainly not a time
to rest on his laurels.

In 2016, Max made the move over to
the Renault Clio Cup with Ciceley

Motor racing aside, in 2016 Max
qualified with a ‘1st’ in sports

ntroducing Team HARD pilot,
25 year old Max Coates. Max is
currently heading the field in the
Renault Clio Cup currently in it’s last
year on the BTCC circuit.

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

marketing at Leeds Beckett University..
He is also a whizz at video production
and has filmed/edited a number of
films for World Rally and World
Rallycross ‘legend’ Petter Solberg.
I have to admit, I will be sorry to
see the Clio Cup disappear from the
calendar. They are a very exciting class
to watch. As for Max, regardless of
whether he remains in Clio Cup for the
time being or moves on, maybe even
to BTCC we all wish this very talented
young man, the very best of luck.
Article: Pablo - Brits on Tour
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I’m Asking the BTCC for Support

Have You SIgned The Armed Forces Covenant?

Halford Yuasa Honda Driver, Matt
Neal with War Poppy Artist Jacqueline
Hurley at the opening of The Tommy
Atkins Veterans Centre, Worcester.
| 12										
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BTCC & the Covenant

W

hy on earth would I be asking the BTCC
Championship to sign a piece of paper that has
very little to do with the sport? Or does it?

project to recognise those in the community who go above
and beyond to support our heroes through the Armed Forces
Covenant.

As Max Bygraves used to say, ‘I wanna tell you a story’.
During a 22 year military service, I ended up on many
operational tours to a few pretty grim places. Soldiers ‘on
tour’ look for many forms of recreation to pass unending
hours of boredom. But one passion and regular talking point
is the love for motorsports. Oh yes, it is a big thing in the
Forces. In the Army, we had our own Rally Team, Enduro
racing team, motocross teams, you name it , we get involved
in it. BTCC has been one of those wonderful sports where
we all gather around the TV in whatever guardroom or Ops
Room we happen to be in and get well in to the action.

Matt and Team Dynamics are the Platinum example of
Ambassadors for us and the Veterans Community and I
cannot be prouder to be associated with them however, I
would also like to encourage the entire field, teams, organisers
etc to sign the Armed Forces Covenant. The Covenant is
a pledge by the nation to support our Armed Forces and
Veterans to ensure they are not disadvantaged in public
life. To put it into layman’s terms, to ensure those that need
support, whether it be physical and mental health, housing,
employment etc get that assistance which is normally an alien
world for servicemen and women.

Back in the 90’s, I remember watching the battles of Mr Matt
Neal and Mr Jason Plato going hell for leather while sat on a
particular nasty tour of Northern Ireland. I owe a great deal
of gratitude to the sport for keeping me sane during some
very testing times.

That, in a nutshell, is it. It costs nothing, there is no
commitment to buy into anything or attend anything but it
does show your support, which to us, is vital. It is also nonpolitical so you are not committing yourself to the Tories or
Labour or any other party. You will just be saying you stand
by the Forces community. Just knowing we have good people
on our shoulders means so much. Indeed, many of us who
have to deal with the mental fallout of our operational tours
often question why we sacrificed so much. Simply by signing
the covenant, you answer our question. We know there is a
reason when people thank us by showing support.

Unbeknown to me at the time, some 20 years later, Matt
Neal was to become a friend and the patron of our Veterans
magazine and our veterans support hub, The Tommy Atkins
Centre here in the West Midlands. Through Matt, I came
to know Team Dynamics who have been nothing short of
ambassadors for the Armed Forces and Veterans community.
They constantly blow me away with their love and kindness.
Please do check out the past issues of the Sandbag Times to
see how they have involved themselves despite a very busy
schedule. In 2019 they have sponsored the first Welsh and
English Veterans Awards and are supporting me in a new

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

So, I ask. Would you please all consider signing the Armed
Forces Covenant? It is very painless and very simple to do.
For full details on the covenant and how to get involved,
please check out: https://www.armedforcescovenant.gov.uk/
Thank you all so much for you time. Pablo
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Drivers Championship
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Colin TURKINGTON
Andrew JORDAN 		
Rory BUTCHER 		
Josh COOK 			
Dan CAMMISH 		
Ashley SUTTON 		
Tom INGRAM 		
Matt NEAL 			
Jason PLATO 		
Tom CHILTON 		
Sam TORDOFF 		
Tom OLIPHANT 		
Stephen JELLEY
Jake HILL
Rob COLLARD
Chris SMILEY
Adam MORGAN 		
Ollie JACKSON 		
Aiden MOFFAT 		
Bobby THOMPSON
Senna PROCTOR 		
Matt SIMPSON 		
Jack GOFF 			
Michael CREES 		
Carl BOARDLEY 		
Mark BLUNDELL 		
Daniel ROWBOTTOM
Sam OSBORNE 		
Nic HAMILTON 		
Rob SMITH 		

Team BMW 						
BMW Pirtek Racing 				
Cobra Sport AmD AutoAid/RCIB Insurance
BTC Racing 						
Halfords Yuasa Racing 				
Adrian Flux Subaru Racing 			
Team Toyota GB with Ginsters 			
Halfords Yuasa Racing 				
Sterling Insurance with Power Maxed Racing
Team Shredded Wheat Racing/ Gallagher
Cobra Sport AmD AutoAid/RCIB Insurance
Team BMW 						
Team Parker Racing 				
TradePriceCars.com
Power Maxed Racing
BTC Racing
Mac Tools with Ciceley Motorsport 		
Team Shredded Wheat Racing with Gallagher
Laser Tools Racing 				
GKR Scaffolding with Autobrite Direct
Adrian Flux Subaru Racing 			
Simpson Racing 					
RCIB Insurance with Fox Transport 		
GKR Scaffolding with Autobrite Direct
RCIB Insurance with Fox Transport 		
TradePriceCars.com 				
Cataclean Racing with Ciceley Motorsport
Excelr8 Motorsport 				
ROKiT Racing with Motorbase 			
Excelr8 Motorsport 				

236
200
177
166
166
160
144
130
128
123
112
96
84
83
75
73
64
52
48
23
19
18
18
4
3
2
2
2
0
0

Manufacturers – Constructors Standings
1
2
3
4
5

BMW
Honda
Subaru
Vauxhall
Toyota

518
443
362
355
216
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Kwikfit BTCC 2019 Standings
Teams Standings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Team BMW 							321
Halfords Yuasa Racing 					292
Cobra Sport AmD AutoAid/RCIB Insurance
283
BTC Racing 							235
Sterling Insurance with Power Maxed Racing
201
BMW Pirtek Racing 					191
Adrian Flux Subaru Racing 				
176
Team Shredded Wheat Racing with Gallagher
173
Team Toyota GB with Ginsters 				
139
TradePriceCars.com 					84
Team Parker Racing 					82
Mac Tools with Ciceley Motorsport 			
64
Laser Tools Racing 					48
GKR Scaffolding with Autobrite Direct 		
26
RCIB Insurance with Fox Transport 			
21
Simpson Racing 						18
Excelr8 Motorsport 					2
Cataclean Racing with Ciceley Motorsport 		
2
ROKiT Racing with Motorbase 				
0

Dunlop #ForeverForward Standings
1
2
3
4
5

Adam MORGAN
Aiden MOFFAT
Ollie JACKSON
Stephen JELLEY
Mark BLUNDELL

81
66
62
60
60

Jack Sears Trophy Standings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rory BUTCHER 		
Tom OLIPHANT 		
Bobby THOMPSON 		
Daniel ROWBOTTOM
Rob SMITH 			
Nic HAMILTON 		
Carl BOARDLEY 		
Michael CREES 		
Mark BLUNDELL 		
Sam OSBORNE 		

www.sandbagtimes.co.uk

Cobra Sport AmD AutoAid/RCIB Insurance
Team BMW 					
GKR Scaffolding with Autobrite Direct
Cataclean Racing with Ciceley Motorsport
Excelr8 Motorsport 				
ROKiT Racing with Motorbase 		
RCIB Insurance with Fox Transport 		
GKR Scaffolding with Autobrite Direct
TradePriceCars.com 				
Excelr8 Motorsport 				

342
275
185
174
156
153
150
148
129
122
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